Imaging processing for CT angiography of the cervicocranial arteries: evaluation of reformatting technique.
The aim of this study was to compare computed tomography angiography (CTA) sliding-thin-slab (STS) multiplanar reformatting (MPR), STS maximum intensity projection (MIP) and three-dimensional (3D) volume rendering (VR) reformatting techniques in the evaluation of cervicocranial arteries. Twenty patients examined with multislice CT were included in this study. CTA images were reformatted as STS-MIP, STS-MPR and 3DVR in orthogonal planes and in the oblique-coronal plane. Images were evaluated in consensus by two radiologists, with a third radiologist to resolve discordances in grading image quality parameters. The Spearman correlation analysis was performed to compare results and to obtain the correlation between scores resulting from the evaluation of parameters considered with the different techniques used (STSMIP, STS-MPR and 3DVR). STS-MIP images were significantly superior to STSMPR images for all parameters considered (p<0.05). Obliquecoronal 3DVR images were significantly superior to obliquecoronal STS-MIP images in the evaluation of vertebrobasilar vessels (p<0.05); in all other cases, 3DVR images were equivalent to STS-MIP images. STS-MIP images should be the primary reformatting technique for CTA of the cervicocranial arteries in addition to viewing the source images; 3DVR images can play an important role after a previsional diagnosis is made on the STS-MIP images.